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Direct calculation of the Witten Index Ту In the SU(2)

SUST Yang-Mills theory ia performed using the periodic boundary

conditions. Our result is 1^-1 whloh disagrees with the Witten'e

result: 1^=Н for the SU(N) gauge group. The principle physical

conclusion of SUriY unbreaking In this theory remains intact.
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I» Introduction,

Supersymmetric gauge theories have attracted recently a

considerable attention of theorists. It ia rather plausible that

these theories display many nontrivial features of the future

unified theory which is based supposingly on aupergravity ideas.

On the other hand, globally superaynnnetric gauge theories are

much simpler than supergravity so that quite nontrivial йзпзавй-С

questions are tractable there. Bog, the instanton calculus has

been developed in the SUSY Yang-Mills theory (SYM) which p*roved

to be very useful in this theory (in contrast to QCD) and allowed

one to calculate directly some vacuum expectation values .

Very interesting works are due to Affleck, Dine and Seiberg who

showed that in some SUSj. gauge theories including chiral matter

multiplest spontaneous dynamic SUSY breaking occurs "" .

Shis paper is devoted to rear securing rather than to advan-

cing oeto new unknown territory. I consider once more the already

posed and settled question - the question whether aupersymmetry

breaks in pure SYJf. Ш з question was discussed by Witten in the

celebrated work where the notion of the Witten ч'-пНдт wee intro-

duced » Wit ten calculated the index (i.e. the number of bosonic

minus the number of fermionic vacuum states) for pure SYM and

obtained the result Зу»Я for SU<5) gauge group. The nonzero value

of I- implies the absence of SUSY breaking. Witten'a argumentat-

ion lacks rigour, however. Its most persuasive part ia based oa

employing twisted boundary conditions for the potentials Л./v,

their physics being not very clear. That was the reason why we

have tried to calculate the Wittan index in a more direct way.

Hxe result of our calculation turned out to be different froa

that of Witten. We choose to postpone the discussion of the
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reasons of disagreement to the end of the paper and only note

here that it is due seemingly to the different kind of the boun-

dary conditions used. The boundary conditions are irrelevant in

the infinite volume limit but the spectrum of the theory is con»

Sinuous in this limit and I~ is ал ill-defined quantity. Our

physical conclusion does not differ from the previously one:

the Vitten index is different from zero and SUSY breaking is

absent*

In our calculation we follow the technique of Cecotti and

Girardello * who showed that in any field theory (at least, in

a theory which can be presented in a Hamilton form) I™ can be

expressed via a finite-dimensional integral over the phase space

of the corresponding quantum-mechanical model. Remind briefly

their argumentation.

Pirst of all, introduce a finite spatial volume V and impo-

se the standard periodic boundary conditions* Witten index

should not depend on the volume, so «re may vary it as we wish.

It is convenient to choose it very small so that the contribution

of field spatial derivatives into action is negligible and

hence the Witten index of the finite volume SUSY field theory

where periodic boundary conditions are imposed ±з the same as in

the corresponding SUSY quantum mechanlcnl model. By definition

where X
n
 and ^ £ ere the bosonic and the fezsuionic dynamic

variables, respectively, and /3 is an arbitrary parameter -
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1^ is Independent of it* So we a»y set j3 to be тегу small.

In this case the continual integral for I~ in the r.h»s. of

eq.(1) reduces to the usual finite dimensional integral

w

The Unit V~"> 0 • fi "-** О corresponds to shrinking of th*

total space-time to a point. It turns out that 1^ can be realiably

determined in this lisit.

Relation (2} has been successufully applied to various

quantum-mechanical models and (non-gauge) field theories. In the

cases so far considered a change of variables could always be

found such that the integral (2) acquired the Gaussian form.

This variable change is essentially a kind of Hicolai sapping

(see ref. for more details).

II. Wit ten Index in the 3U(2) Ранце Theory

In a gauge theory the situation is more intricate. The

hamiltonian of the SYM-quantun mechanice can be easily written

(see e.g. ref. )

H-itlTlt ffe

where i,a,n, Q. » 1»2,3 (we confine ourselves to the SU(2) case!

and el./в ж t,2. Helation (2) cannot be used directly, however,

as there are constraints in the phase space corresponding to

the Gauss'-law

L
(4)
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Prior to calculating the Witten index according to recipe

(2) these constraints should be resolved explicitly. It can be
•г

done following the method of ref. ' . Present the vector potenti-

el n { la the fora»

where U and У ere orthogonal matrices and A is a diagonal mat-

rix. She hamiltonian (3) can be rewritten via the new variables

as follows

и-

where Q
f
 *> ̂  are the elements of the diagonal matrix A ,

I; are the standard cofflbinnttons of matrix U EUler angles

canonical momenta which correspond to S0(3) generators

and Jq ere aoalogoue cofflblnations for matrix V«

Vote that the kinetic part of hamiltonian (6) coincides

exactly with the kinetic energy of the nucleona internal motion

is the ^ e nucleus . Eeally, after separating the overall
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motion of the nucleus 3x4-3=»9 degrees of freedom remain and the

hamilionian of the free nucleon motion is just the sum of the

squares of the 9 canonical momenta and coincides with the kine-

tic part of t.he hamiltonian (3). The new variables entering

eq.(6) can be naturally interpreted in a "nuclear" ways <3
;
 *, С

are connected with the eigenvalues of nuclear moment of inertia

tensor (the latter being equal to Q t Ь , Q +C ,*+£ ),

the matrix U Euier angles correspond to nucleons rearrangement

not affecting the moment of inertia tensor and matrix V Baler

angles describe the overall rotation of nualeSteu

She major advantage of decomposition (5) is a great simpli-

fication of the constraints.When expressed via new variables

tliey acquire the following nice form

After imposing the gauge conditions

and substituting eqs. (8} into aq. (6) we get the tmconstrained

classical hamiltonian where only gauge-Invariant dynamic variab-

les enter*

Те substitute now the obtained unconstrained hamiltonian

into eq.(2) where the integration is performed orer gauge-invari-

ant phase space

&

lfflport
ant question la one of the ia-
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tegration limits in the integral for 1^ . To settle It one has

to study the metrics of the bosonic configuration space present-

ing a curved 6-dimensional manifold. She metrics has singulari-

ties on the planes Q- ± I , <?« ±.C , £9±C vdiich divide the

space of the eigenvalues into 24 distinct regions ( Q"2. ь>(cl ,

— Cf^. 4*%. /c/ etc.). An accurate analysis of metrics given in

appendix tells that the proper integration limits correspond to

only one of these regions while the U-matrix Buler angles vary

within the standard SOC3) bounds 0$0<Jf , 0<<рл[*£.

It is convenient to insert a unity into integral

1= n

so that the cyclic variables Л о which are present in the ini-

tial Yang-Mills Iegrangian are recapitulated.

Integration over fermionic variables reduoes to calculat-

ion of the detereinant of the £ * & eatrix » ^

^ii <r) . The result ia

(11)

Integrating now OYOT <Лр„ Jpe o//>c cf 1,
w* arrive at the expression



r
v =

Si.

f (12)

where i>«c
0
 .' Q^b"^-C^O. Then we make use of the relation

to rewrite the integral for I» in a symmetrical form

(4)

(we put here /9j /-2. — i ; one can be easily convinced that the

integral (12) is independent of y3 and g . She integrand in

eq»(14) is invariant under both 0(7) spatial and isotoplc rotat-

ions. Thna potential r\ м can be naturally decomposed аз

where S C M 3 is S0(4) orthogonal matrix and matri-т /\p has

Л* - (o €00
" к

 о О С О/

the form



Decomposition (15) has "nuclear
11
 interpretation similar to

tiiat of eq. (5). Three new variables /\
 o
 correspond to appea-

rance of the 5-th nucleon in the nucleus. In that case the Jaco-

Man of transformation reads

S nJfi$.=

Thus we obtain

X _ At

(17)

We шаке a variable change now

to obtain

Variables A,B,C have clear physical meaning. Xhey are just the

eigenveluss of matrix r~ — iS ( '± f"j of (anti)self-daal field

strength (the sign choice i s arbitrary) when decomposed in the

same nay as A •

F* ^ U:- (Л h *f (20)
i- О J

wnere и and Vp are orthogonal £0(3) matrices. Now we use relat-

ion (ij) to rewrite the r.h.s. of eq.(19) as the 9-dimensional

integral over ' ; & f~i
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which is our final answer. Note that the variables f~ {_

in the integral (21) cannot be directly identified with the

self-dual field strength F- ='V*} ̂  A~Af because the

latter satisfy the constraints ^ ^ l/p?l( - Q*4*C* *> О

whereas variables f~£ are free. Surely, the integral (21)

can be written на

We see that the variable change '»м 't с reduces the

integral to the elementary Gaussian form. In this respect it is

much similar to the Nicolai mapping which reduces the integral

for I» to the Gaussian form in the non-gauga SUSY field theories.

However, in non-gauge theories the correspondong transformation

ie much simpler and just maps the bosonic configuration space of

the quantum mechanics problem onto itself (the example of such

a napping is 5£—*?!/(£.} in the Wess-Zumino models including

complex boaonic field 2 )*In those theories Iff is given by

the number of zeroes of this transformation (in tae non-degene-

rate сазе). In our case the transformation is much шоге intricate.

It maps the R space which includes dynamic variables лч
с
"

end also eyclic variables Д
 o
 onto и part of Ir which the

self-dual fisld strength space. A vnst region of P. space
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shrinks to zero under such a transformation.

III. Dlaevasion

We are in a position now to compare our arguments with those

of Witten -
3
 and discuss the reasons of disagreement. Witten ob-

tained М Б result (I^tf for SU(N) gauge group) in two different

ways,- by using 1° standard periodic boundary conditions and 2°

't Hooft twisted boundary conditions.

As for standard boundary condition argumentation given in

ref. , it does not seem to be quite conclusive. Witten consi-

ders only the motion along the zero-fisid strength aubspace of

the total 9-dimensional bosonic configuration space r\^ . The

case for such a constraint is rather weak. The reader can be
q

referred, e.g., to %he work by Palumbo who showed that in SYM

Witten-like constraints lead to appearance of the continuous

spectrum in the corresponding qtamitum-mechantcal problem so that

1„ is no longer a well defined quantity, A detailed discussion

of the paradoxes arising when attempting t° calculate 1,„ in the

continuous spectrum case can be found in refs. .

!Ehe argumentation of ret^ ^ in the twisted boundary condit-

ion case is touch more conclusive though it can by no means be

regarded ae a rigorous proof. It is based on the observation that

the classical bosonic potential has # distinct minima in this

case where the potential acquires zero value. It does not direct-

ly imply however the existence of just Л quantum aero-energy va-

cuum states. Is the simple V7ess-Zumiso model there exists e rigo-

rous proof of such an assertion based upon the Eicolai mapping

considerations * . We did . see that in a gauge theory Nicolni

mapping is a more complicated notion. To the bc3t of our know-
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ledge Hicolaf mappibe has not been constructed yet for SYM with

twisted boundary conditions. Note moreover that even in a ;7ess-

Zumir.o model the number of zeroea of the classical potential co-

incides with the number of quantum vacuum states only in a non-

degenerate caoe. The question whether the zeroes of twisted boun-

dary conditions "Ш potential are non-degenerate has not been

explicitly checked too.

We think however that the potential minima are non-degene-

rate indeed and a rigorous justification of Witten's arguments

will be eventually found. If so, the disagreement between our

result and Witten's result is due solely to the different bounda-

ry conditions used. There is no reason to assume that I~ is inde-

pendent of the boundary conditions. In the physical limit //-*> o-̂ >

boundary conditions are irrelevant but the spectrum of the theory

is continuous in this limit and !„, cannot be unambiguously calcu-

lated ** .

The essential is that I,,, is non zero in both cases and hence

SUSY is not broken either in the finite volume theory with any

kind of boundary conditions used or in the continuous theory.

In conclusion we wish to briefly discuss"the puzzle of

It was shown 1л ref.
 1
 that the correlator\ T

4
} X % M , X

is nonzero in the pure SYM and is x-independent. This leads nece-

ssarily to the conclusion that the vacuum average \ Л л s
o
 is

nonzero. On the other hand, the operatoV Л A^ (Xj presents the

*) The assertion that different boundary conditions may result in

the different values for 1^ is confirmed by the calculations of

ref.
 1
 ' . In that work TOLtten indices for d=1O,U=1 and d=4,N=4

SYU theories were calculated using twisted boundary conditions.
It is remarkable that I

w
 calculated in such a way are not the

same in these theories. The periodic boundary conditions would
lead necessarily to coincident values of I

w
 as the two theories

coincide in the constant field approximation.
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middle component of the superfield V W^ ( *, &) &/ and can be

expressed as an anticommutator of supercharge and the lowest

superfield component

The r.h.s. of eq.{23) cannot acquire a vacuum expectation value

provided SUSY is unbroken.

Quite a similar situation takes place in the SUSY <J~ -model

1 2
 . The operator 0(y)= $О+)Г*)У'/{1 + Ц>{р) (к) must acquire a

vacuum expectation value as follows from instanton calculation of

T°( ОМ 0(0)^Ъ>
о

 a n d o n
 *be other hand, 0(x)

is the middle component of the superfield \M ('L'f
<
P

<
P) and

cannot acquire vacuum sxpectation value as SUSY is unbroken in

this model.

We suggest the following resolution of the paradox. To get

rid of continuous spectrum ambiguities a system should be placed

in a finite volume V. Then there is a bosonic vacuum state in

the SYM case (if standard boundary conditions are imposed) and

two bosonic vacuum states in the SUSY СГ -model case. Any of

these states is annihilated by the action of supercharges so that

the matrix elements 4 C/^ / O(Xj/ U „ J> are equal to zero

( / Ov S stands for a true vacuum state in a finite volume

and 00K) -\\(X)
 )

 y(i+X
S
)f/fa*4>$) M depending on the

theory in question}. But there are also excited states besides

/ Ov/ . If V is large the energy of the lowest excited sta-

tes is very close to zero. The only iray to resolve the paradox if

to assume the existence of the matrix elements C.0^1OlXj/О У

«here / 0 S is a "quasivacuum state" whose energy tends to ser<
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in the limit I/—3* c > < : : > fast enough, (perhaps, exponentially fast?)

&s a result the correlator <C"T-/ ОЫ ) 0fo)j)>0 would not fall

out with a distance increasing. I would be happy to present

exact formulae instead of words but I cannot do i t presently.

In conclusion I wiah to thank Yu.A.3imonov who kindly gave
•7

me an opportunity to read the manuscript of hie paper prior to

publication and JUHLBadalyan, A.M.Perelomor and H. A.Shifman for

useful discussions.

Appendix

We discuss here the properties of the bosonic configuration

space corresponding to the hamiltonian (6). It is just the confi-

guration spaoe of the pure SU(2) Hi quantum mechanics and nay be

of some interest irrespectively of SUSY problems.

She kinetic part of the hamiltonlan (b) with the account of

the constsaints (8) has the fora

and

the inverse metric tensor of a 6-dimensional configuration space.

The explicit form of the metrics is
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where _

/-2<r = -di4fofd--3MGcf)

= Mf U 3 >

j^ are the standard Cartan-Maurer SU(2) differential forms

СП = Уб ̂ //^ Ue{ о(Цек . They satisfy the relation

(7 i n~ A /7~ • №e metrics (A2) haa apparent

singularities on the surfaces Of = <T « Q — С and

Ь ~ С . Direct calculation shows however that the Rieraann

tensor ia free from singularities everywhere except for the

л ~± 4point CL.~ ъ ~С ̂ О.^Ъе planes Cf. — ± 6 etc, divide the space

(\ (Q. Ъ . С I in 24 regions presenting pyramids with a common

vertex at the origin Q.~ ь —С~О, Our assertion is that the

integral over the full dynamical space corresponds to account of

only one of these regions, say С *> ъ "£ /CLf ,t with the Euler

angles varying within standard SO(3) bounds (see Pig.1). To sa-

tisfy this consider the structure of metrics in the vicinity of

apparent singularities. Consider first the metrics structure near

the pyramid edge 0. - 6- С • Define new variables

f
« (Ct<-2a)/\fc =

and assume U "^ <£< )C . Then the metrics (A2) acquires the

form
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v J I I '

U 5 )

This ia just a flat R metrics written in unusual, form. In parti-

is the metrics of S* with the range of parameters Я/£ ̂ у $ П/

О $ О. \f
]
 if* $ 7Г • The range for J~ corresponds

to talcing into account of only on» of six pyramidfcoadjacent at

the edge Я * £** С (namely, the pyramid C> 4> /GL{). Bote

that the range for Euler angles is four times smaller than the

full S0(3) range. This is quite natural as the orthogonal matri-

ces

Multiplied by a diagonal matrix /\ produce a diagonal mat-

rix with the sign of a pair of eigenvalues reversed. In other

words, the matrices (Аб) transform the edge Q^b-C
 in

'
to

other edges Cf^~-C=-C,~
c
l =* •€ = ~C ,-Q*-£~C and if

desiring to etay 1д the vicinity of the Qs € = £ edge only a

quarter of SO(3) group should Ъе taken into consideration. There

are no reasons for such a restriction however* That one pyramid

and a quarter of 50(3) is not enough is confirmed by the metrics

analysis In the vicinity of the edge 0L- % •=- Q , Defining
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^f-q, Cr = tfV q we get

in the region U (J <•<- £ . Putting С <9, (/> = const the sin-

gular part of metrics reads

(AS)

where we defined

The metrics (A8) has a cone tip singularity at the point 0 - Q

so that the dynamical space restricted by conditions C& €^ /d/3

0$ GK^fi^'^ 7f i s n o* geodesically complete. The geodesi-

cally complete dynamic space (which is not a manifold) can be

constructed by adding three other pyramids in the eigenvalues

space aa shown in Pig.2. The integral over four pyramids and a

quarter of S0(3) is equal to the integral over a pyramid and

full S0(3) group.
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CL

Pig. 1. The region С ^ b "^ /<Z I of the eigenvalues apace.

The metrics is regular inside the pyramid and has singularities

on iis faces.
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Pig. 2. The range of variables in the eigenvalues space wbich

together with a quarter ot 50(3) range for Euler angles corresponds

to the geodesically complete dynamical space. The metrics has

cone-tip singularities on the edge Q= ъ— О and the Riemana

tensor singularity at the point <Z= 4 ~C — О •
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